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One down, Two to go 

Assessment 18 - Mentor Visit 
 
Mentor: Aaron Kastner 

Profession: Manager, Corporate Partnerships Marketing 

Location:  Ascension Coffee, 3625 The Star Blvd #300, Frisco, TX 75034 

Date: 21 March 2019 

Time: 8:30 

Nearing the conclusion of the first component of the final product, the mentor visit was 

designated to address any major issues or amendments that needed to be made to the partnership 

proposal prior to the final draft due date. After looking through what needs to be improved and 

the current quality of the proposal, Mr. Kastner and I were able to conclude that the partnership 

proposal should be finalized and ready for minor fine tuning if necessary by Wednesday, March 

27. Having finally set a reasonable date allows me sufficient time to prepare for the pitch as well 

as the various other tasks associated with the success of the Catches for Cubs Inaugural event.  

The main marketing skill that is constantly employed when constructing a partnership, is 

analyzing objectives. As throughout the mentor visit Mr. Kastner spoke of a potential B2B 

(business to business) connection and looked for ways to expand in that asset area I lost sight of 

a key objective of the Interactive Sports Group. As this brainstorming session left the idea of a 
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B2B connection foggy,  I now am able to look from a different viewpoint. This essentially dead 

end actually let me realize that there is potential for a B2C (business to consumer) connection 

where Catches for Cubs has an opportunity to serve as a channel to connect young kids or 

parents interested in buying ISG products. This out of the box thinking is a great first for future 

partnerships that I anticipate to create as a professional. This also, in reality, provides a higher 

chance of investment from ISG which will ultimately lead to increased success for Catches for 

Cubs. 

In addition to the work done on the partnership proposal, Mr. Kastner taught me the 

importance and application of branding in partnerships. Essentially branding involves 

incorporating different headlining aspects of a partnering company into ones own marketing 

efforts. This information was a major player in an additional asset that I am looking to 

incorporate into the partnership proposal. After conducting further research, I am looking to 

promote ISG through the branding techniques of signage and digital media. This is another great 

asset that actually meets ISG’s goal regarding word of mouth. Therefore the next step is to create 

a social media page and begin the promotional and advertising for the Catches for Cubs 

Inaugural event. Social media is one of the many marketing techniques that was researched 

throughout the beginning of my independent study so it is necessary that I incorporate the 

information I collected then. 

As we set sites on April 3rd, the scheduled day of the pitch, my research and focus is now 

directed primarily towards presetnational speaking and the delivery of the assets that  I have 

worked to create up until now. For the next two weeks, practice of the pitch will be the biggest 

priority as I am essentially in the real marketing world when giving this pitch. This mentor visit 
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basically cleared up all that needs to be done in order to make the camp run smoothly. As I near 

the prospect of hosting the Catches for Cubs Inaugural event, it is exciting to see the potential 

and possibilities of the camp. 

 
 

 


